
Economics 73 
Fall 2012 
Weekly Assignment 
 
 
Week 3: September 19 --Difference and Discrimination in Consumer Markets; Paired-Audit Methodology 
 
A. Reread "Race and Gender Discrimination in Bargaining for a New Car" by I. Ayres and P. Siegelman 

(pp.304-321 in the American Economic Review, June 1995; JSTOR: 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2118176 ).  [Again, feel free to skip the technical portions.] 

 
B. Prepare for Quiz #2 (distributed previously). 
 
C. Do Assignment #3 (Write out complete answers to present, but not to submit, in class on 9/19.) 

1.a. Draw the standard diagram depicting the price and quantity choices of a (non-price-discriminating) 
monopolist.  Assume constant marginal cost of production and zero fixed costs.  

 
   b. Now assume that the monopolist sells in 2 distinct markets.  In diagrams, show how differences in 

demand in the two markets might lead to price discrimination.  Discuss how your analysis relates 
to the concept of "statistical discrimination."  What are your predictions for the long run? 

 
   c. Again, assume that the monopolist in part a. sells in two distinct markets, but that the position of 

the demand curve is the same in both markets.  Also assume that the monopolist (the owner of the 
firm) suffers a psychological distaste for associating with buyers in one of the markets.  Use 
diagrams to show the effects of this "animus-based discrimination."  (How would you modify the 
diagram in part a. to reflect the effect of the psychic cost felt by the monopolist?)  Prove that the 
money profits received by the monopolist are lower in the market affected by the animus.  What 
are your predictions for the long run? 

 
2. Use one of the examples of price discrimination that your group collected last week to 

answer the following questions. 
a. Does the seller meet the conditions necessary for possessing some monopoly power?  Explain 

briefly.   
b. Does the seller meet the conditions necessary for price discrimination?  Explain briefly.  
c. Why do different buyers pay different prices in your example?   
d. What data would you like to collect to assess the validity of your claims in parts a-c? 

 
D. Read [lightly] "Evidence on Discrimination in Consumer Markets," by John Yinger (pp.23-40 in The  

Journal of Economic Perspectives, Spring 1998; JSTOR: http://www.jstor.org/stable/2646960 ).   
 
E. Be prepared to discuss the legality of a specific business practice (such as the LPGA’s proposed 

language restriction described in this article or fire department hiring tests discussed here) in light of 
the legal definition of discrimination provided by Yinger (pp.25-26).  Be familiar with both legal 
standards--disparate treatment and disparate impact--and prepare examples (hypothetical or real) of 
each.   

 
F. Think about the strengths and weaknesses of the paired audit methodology.  You may wish to consider 

the car market study, the table in Yinger (p.32) reporting the incidence of discrimination in housing, 
and this widely reported study to develop your ideas.  Yinger (pp.27-29) can help, too. 


